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Getting ahead of the curve

When can we expect fuel cells to be mainstream in automotive?
▪

APC forecasts for FCEV volumes globally and in the UK

Why is fuel cell technology a key enabler to an automotive net zero future?

▪

PEM fuel cell technology will play an increasingly important complementary and supplementary
role alongside batteries

How can the UK get ahead of the curve?

▪

The UK supply chain has key strengths in high-value PEM fuel cell components

▪

APC ambition is for UK manufacturing to lead in 65% of the entire fuel cell value chain

▪

Strategy to transition existing UK capabilities into industrial scale capacities

▪

Call to action: opportunities for international players

FCEVs are expected to have a global market share of 16% in 2040, with growth
initially stronger in the HGV sector but LDV sales dominate in the long-term
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1) Market in scope are EU, USA, China, Japan and South Korea
2) Passenger cars and light commercial vehicles
3) Medium and heavy commercial vehicles & bus
4) Agricultural tractors, excavators, forklifts, commercial vessels, pleasure crafts, locomotives and railcars within power segments in scope

Source: APC UK Fuel Cell Capability Study (May 2021) in collaboration with FEV Consulting

While we expect BEVs to lead the light duty ZEV market, FCEVs will play a
complementary role in the market for certain vehicles like SUVs
GLOBAL LIGHT DUTY MARKET – VEHICLE SALES & POWERTRAIN TYPE SHARES
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Source: APC forecasts using xEV market forecasts from BloombergNEF (June, 2021) & APC UK Fuel Cell Capability Study (May 2021) in collaboration with FEV Consulting
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SUVs and MPVs will have the
highest share of FCEV sales

With economies of scale the FCEV powertrain could reach BEV parity,
offering an attractive proposition to OEMs in the SUV market for example
SUV FC & BE Powertrain* Fitment Cost Estimation

$196/kWh
Key enablers / sensitivities in fuel cell
powertrain $/kWh cost reduction:
kWh energy equivalent
based on stored hydrogen
energy x efficiency of the
FC system

▪ Fuel cell system efficiency
▪ Same-size H2 tanks on-board
▪ Carbon fibre cost
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BMW iX5 FCEV technology specifications:
▪ 120 kW net fuel cell system (est. based on 125 kW stack)
▪ 6 kg of useable hydrogen on-board (2 tanks)
▪ Range estimated ~311 miles (500km)
▪ 25 kWh HV battery assumed based on PHEV X5

BMW iX xDrive50 BEV technology specifications:
▪ 105 kWh of useable battery pack capacity
▪ Range estimated ~314 miles (505km)

Source: APC Technology Trends analysis based on internal analysis, BMW Group website, Electric Vehicle Database
*Powertrain cost excluding Electric Drive Unit and Power Electronics. FC Powertrain here includes the Fuel Cell System, Hydrogen Storage System and a HV Battery

The APC expect UK production of light duty FCEVs to reach 140,000 units by
2035, with additional production of buses and HGVs

Associated demands for automotive fuel cell system components:

Source: Data developed by the APC Technology Trends Team, using xEV market forecasts for the UK and average fuel cell stack sizes for SUVs, LCVs and passenger cars only

The UK supply chain has a big opportunity to hit the ground running
with key investments in MEA, stack and hydrogen tank scale-up

32% value-add*

33% value-add*

Source: APC Technology Trends Team (2022), *Value-add from manufacturing only, excludes raw material costs, overheads & profit margin

Based on a 2030 Fuel Cell System

APC’ PEM Fuel Cell System
Value Chain

Source: Value chain developed by the APC Technology Trends Team (2021)

AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD HERE

Anchored by strong upstream suppliers, the UK has the right assets to
transition into high-volume fuel cell stack and system manufacturing

From ICE to Stack
Manufacturing

Existing Recycling
Ecosystem

Fuel cell stack assembly is one of the
main opportunities to transition the
UK’s existing internal combustion
engine plants

The UK has world-leading capability
in recycling and remanufacture of
high-value materials such as platinum
group metals

MEA

Anchored
Upstream Strengths

UK players already supply catalyst
coated membranes, carbon paper for
GDLs, and full MEAs into international
markets

Source: APC Technology Trends Team

UK OEMs already looking to localise hydrogen tank supply near FCEV
production plants. Carbon fibre demand opportunity for tanks is massive

Leading in
Carbon Fibre

H2 Tank
Capabilities

Existing Recycling
Ecosystem

The UK excels in carbon fibre
engineering and has world-leading
R&D in this area, complemented by
local capital equipment suppliers

Europe’s leading hydrogen system
supplier is HQ’d in the UK. Existing
ICE plants can also be transitioned to
hydrogen tank production

The UK has strong capability in
recycling and reprocessing carbon
fibre, a key consideration for future
hydrogen storage systems at EoL

Source: APC Technology Trends Team, SGL Carbon, Toyota

Fuel cell projects across
the UK gained momentum
in 2021, with more to be
announced this year

Source: APC website, Ballard, Intelligent Energy, AVL, electrive.com, fuelcellsworks.com

The APC’s value chain ambition puts the UK on the map and offers attractive
opportunities to international players considering fuel cell scale up in Europe

Opportunities in lowenergy carbon fibre
manufacturing

The UK supply chain
would benefit from
having a local GDL
manufacturer

Source: APC Technology Trends Team

Inward investment
from Tier 1s and/or
OEMs in stack
assembly & bipolar
plate stamping

Scale up opportunities
and collaborative R&D
for improved packaging
of H2 tank systems

With strategic investments, the UK has an opportunity to lead in Europe and be
recognised globally as a centre of excellence in fuel cell system manufacturing

The APC expect global FCEV sales to exceed 1 million units by 2030 and 10
million units by 2040, mainly due to passenger car and van volumes. Growth
to 2025 to be led by larger commercial vehicles

The UK has key strengths and assets across the value chain that the APC
wants to leverage in an ambition where UK supply chain generates 65% of
the fuel cell system and tank value-add
The APC believe that the UK supply chain can support growth in fuel cell
markets around the world, especially in high-value materials such as
membranes, catalysts and carbon fibre
The APC welcomes international collaboration in fuel cells and tanks, with the
value chain ambition hopes to promote the UK higher up the target list of
international players considering fuel cell scale up in Europe

Source: APC Technology Trends Team

Thank you, we look forward
to working with you…
Get in touch if you’d like to know more about our
roadmaps, supply chain analysis & other trends insight
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